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Synk2
After 38 years in the industry, Nevins 
enters the lounge seating market





Synk2 by Nevins
This company might be an outlier in the office furniture industry, 

but it sure is following a unique production model as it launches 
its first lounge seating models.

By ROB KIRKBRIDE
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Who says you can’t teach an old dog new tricks? Nevins, the 
Texas office furniture maker best known for its table solu-
tions, is entering the seating market for the first time with 

its Synk2 line of modular lounge products and accessories.
After 38 years in the industry, it is a major move for the company. 

And it is a very large and complete product line that makes it easy 
for specifiers to customize the furniture and to create just about any 
shape and any configuration — from a public seating area to a collab-
orative work setting.

Synk2 is different because of this broad offering. Nevins calls it the 
industry’s broadest range of modular pieces with 24 standard units, 
four benches and two ottomans. Yes, Nevins is jumping into the cat-
egory with both feet. Accessories include various connector tables, 
tablet arms, occasional tables as well as drums and cubes. Integrated 
power is available on any piece. Need an intimate setting? Synk2 can 
do it. Need a large space for waiting or lounging? Synk2 can do that 
as well.

Synk2 was designed in-house by Tony Richardson. It is minimalist 
in style, but with colors and shapes galore, it can really enhance a set-
ting, said Brian Nevins, the company’s namesake and owner. Tables 
are its bread and butter, but the company’s natural progression was 
to broaden its product offering into seating, giving its customers a 
“complete and total package” of products.

Nevins said the product was created, in part, because of the com-
pany’s recognition of the changing way people work and the broader 
changes going on in the industry. “You’ve got to change these days to 
survive. I’ve been around since the dinosaur days,” he joked. “It is a 
really, really exciting time for our industry; so different, so unknown, 
especially if you listen to your customers.”

The Synk2 product line opens so many avenues for the company, 
Nevins said. Nevins has produced benches, stools and similar prod-

ucts, but this is the first time it has entered the lounge seating market. 
The decision to enter the market was customer driven.

“Throughout the years, we have been a specialized company with 
our table solutions,” Nevins said. “We’ve had a great breadth of prod-
ucts and customer service and help with space planning to render-
ings and have 24 hour (a day service) for enquiries. Customers are 
now looking at companies that have larger solutions. The table mar-
ket has become a very crowded market as well. It is logical that it 
takes seating and you get the tables (order), or visa versa. That left us 
in the dark on some projects.”

That makes Nevins a more “viable” company for its customers. 
Nevins believes its loyal customer base will follow it to seating if the 
design is strong and the service remains high.

The company has always evolved. Nevins started more than 35 
years ago making planters, a product they no longer make, yet it has 
always been involved in furnishings for public spaces. The new line 
is also a part of the continued progression of the company. Nevins is 
launching an entirely new website with a whole new look and feel.

Both the new product line and website gives designers choices — 
a hallmark of the Nevins’ business model. “(Synk2) is a large line, 
but we went to customers and asked them what they wanted from 
Nevins. We’ve always had this philosophy that we would give them a 
breadth of product line and be able to customize it — work through 
the process of putting all the pieces together,” Nevins said.

The company is evolving in other ways too. A strong group of 
young executives is in place and they are driving change, Nevins said. 
“As a company, we have some very talented young people right now,” 
he said.

The company is an outlier in the office furniture industry, as is 
Nevins himself, who works from his sprawling ranch in Cat Springs, 
Texas and another office in Houston where many of the company’s 
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employees work. It is a small operation. Nevins is following a unique 
production model — the company doesn’t make anything itself, in-
stead farming out the work to suppliers across the country. In effect, 
Nevins is a furniture marketing company. It owns no plants and has 
no blue-collar workers. Very few companies in the industry follow 
the same no-manufacturing path.

Nevins’ production is spread across the country. The company has 
never made a single product and most of the time, never even sees 
it. And it works beautifully for the company. Founded in 1976, Nev-
ins has an extensive line of furniture. The company makes (really, it’s 

suppliers make) just about anything the customer can come up with. 
And the company delivered on its promise (again, the suppliers deliv-
ered; Nevins made sure it happened).

“Our key philosophy is being driven by listening to customers,” 
Nevins said. “We want to stay true to our philosophy. Being a smaller 
company gives us a lot more flexibility to do this — customize for 
them. It is our goal to make this journey, the process of the sale, a lot 
easier for our customer.”

With a new product ready to launch — it officially comes out this 
week — Nevins hopes to do even more for its customers.  Q  








